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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

The wide area measurement system (WAMS) consists of two different measuring and communication 

infrastructures, which is respectively responsible for measuring power girds’ data in the wide area and 
sending and processing them in the control centers. The design of WAMS can include the design of each 

of its infrastructures or target both infrastructures at the same time, the latter has been known as the 

WAMS comprehensive design. The WAMS comprehensive design means the simultaneous placement 
of measurement components and its required communication, which is known as minimum connected 

dominating set (MCDS) problem in graph theory and is formulated in the form of an optimization 

problem. Solving such a complex optimization problem is often done with evolutionary algorithms (e.g. 
genetic algorithm and ant colony), and the speed and efficiency of finding the solution has always been 

a challenge. This research proposes an adaptive genetic algorithm known as the Adam and Eve 

algorithm, which has the ability to solve the MCDS problem that arises from the WAMS comprehensive 
design. Through simulation results for IEEE 1354 bus network, we demonstrate that proposed algorithm 

is well-tuned to solved MCDS related to the power graphs. It is 30% faster than simple genetic algorithm, 

handles large-scale problems effectively, and outperforms both simple genetic algorithm and ant colony 
algorithm within a given timeframe. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The term “Wide Area Measurement System” (WAMS) 

was first introduced to the power system literature in the 

late 20th century to describe a novel measurement system 

that has become a crucial component of smart grids. Such 

systems include new advanced digital measurement 

devices (e.g. PMUs), and modern and high-speed 

communication infrastructure that enable the efficient 

management of the complex behavior demonstrated by 

extensive power grids. In general, the WAMS consists of 

three interconnected subsystems: data acquisition, data 

transmission, and data processing (1, 2). 

Normally, “WAMS design” may concentrate on any 

of the mentioned subsystems. For example, placing of the 

PMUs is considered as the design of the measurement 

subsystem, while the design of the communication 

infrastructure for such units implies the design of the 

communication subsystem of the WAMS. The former is 

known as the optimal PMU placement (OPP) problem 

(3), while the latter can be considered as the optimal 

OPGW placement (OOP) problem (4). It should be noted 

that the PMU has the ability to measure the voltage and 

current phasor with high resolution in the entire of the 

power grid, and OPGW optical fiber is preferred as the 

transmission medium for these units due to its low 

latency and high capacity. It can be installed as a part of 

transmission lines (2). 

Both above mentioned problems (i.e. OPP and OOP) 

can be formulated as the optimization problems (5). In 

WAMS design, there is an opportunity to place different 

WAMS components (i.e. PMUs and OPGWs) of two 

subsystems at the same time, which we call it “WAMS 

comprehensive design” (6). This can be also considered 

as optimal PMU and OPGW placement problem (OPOP) 

and it is also can be formulated as the optimization 

problem (5). 

As explained above, different WAMS design 

problems may be formulated as the optimization 

problems and should be solved by optimization problem-

solving methods. In general, there are three main 

categories of methods for solving optimization problems 

(7): deterministic, stochastic, and hybrid. Deterministic 

methods, also known as Gradient-based methods, are 

generally faster computationally and can find local 

optimum. Examples of deterministic methods include 

Gradient Conjugate, Newton, and Dayton-Fletcher-

Powell methods (8). On the other hand, stochastic 

methods (also known as evolutionary algorithms) are 

slower but have the potential to find global optimum. 

Examples of stochastic methods include genetic 

algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA), ant colony 

(ACO), and particle swarming algorithms (PSO). To 

address the limitations of both deterministic and 

stochastic methods, hybrid methods have been developed 

that combine the robustness of stochastic methods with 

the speed of deterministic ones (7). 

Among the evolutionary algorithms introduced 

above, the genetic algorithm is a widely used and highly 

effective evolutionary algorithm that can tackle various 

problems across different domains. It is also a good 

choice for multi-objective problems (9-11). GAs may be 

classified into several categories, including simple 

genetic algorithm, parallel and distributed genetic 

algorithm, fast messy genetic algorithm, adaptive genetic 

algorithm, hybrid genetic algorithm, and independent 

sampling genetic algorithm (12, 13). 

The design problems discussed earlier (i.e. WAMS 

design problems) have equivalents in the complex 

networks, with the OPP referred to as the “minimum 

dominating set” (MDS) problem and the OPOP known as 

the “minimum connected dominating set” (MCDS) 

problem (5). These are both considered to be NP-hard 

problems (14), and their effectiveness is a major concern. 

In particular, the MCDS problem is a more complex 

problem because it performs the simultaneous placement 

of two different categories of WAMS components (i.e., 

PMUs and OPGWs) and is often a multi-objective 

optimization problem with various constraints in which 

effectiveness becomes more important in such a problem 

(15-18). Besides the efficiency in solving of MCDS 

(hereafter we call it “performance”), the speed of 

obtaining the solution (hereafter we call it “speed”) is 

also a significant consideration, particularly when 

dealing with large problem sizes. 

The complexity of the MCDS problem and the 

emphasis on performance and speed has led to the 

introduction of sequential techniques in addition to the 

comprehensive approach for solving the MCDS problem. 

Unlike the comprehensive approach that solves the entire 

MCDS problem in the form of an optimization problem, 

sequential methods first place PMUs and then, using 

complex network-based algorithms, OPGWs are placed 

to produce required WAMS communication 

infrastructure. In these methods i.e., sequential ones, the 

placement of PMUs is often in the form of optimization, 

while graph algorithms are generally based on the 

shortest path. 

The problem of addressing the MCDS problem in 

smart grids and comprehensive designing of wide area 

measurement systems has been a concern for 

approximately a decade. For the first attempt made by 

Fan and Watson (19) and by using integer programming, 

were solved MCDS problem for simultaneous placement 

of PMUs and their required communication 

infrastructure but there; they didn’t point to MCDS as the 

WAMS comprehensive design. At the same time, the 

WAMS comprehensive design was firstly introduced by 

Shahraeini et al. (6), while the authors didn’t directly 

point to MCDS problem. There, simple genetic algorithm 
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(SGA) was used to solve proposed problem and the 

solution was of great importance, while performance and 

speed of SGA were not of main concern. After that, many 

researches concentrate on improvement of solutions for 

WAMS design, while many of them introduce sequential 

methods for WAMS design (15-18), that is, they first 

perform OPP and then place communication links by 

graph shortest path algorithms. Meanwhile, few studies 

(e.g. (20)) have focused on solving the MCDS problem 

for WAMS design, that is, they place PMUs and OPGWs 

in one run and by solving MCDS problem. In our recent 

works, we have introduced ACO for solving MCDS 

problem with some heuristics such as pheromone 

modification. There, we have dramatically improved 

performance compared to SGA results presented by 

Shahraeini et al. [6], but still the speed of reaching to the 

best solution has been not improved there. As a new 

approach, machine learning and deep learning algorithms 

(e.g. methods presented in literature (21-27)) are another 

approach to study MCDS; for instance, convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) can be used to classify nodes in 

a graph as either part of the MCDS or not.  

A review of previous works presented above indicates 

that due to NP-hardness of MCDS problem, performance 

and speed of methods used for solving of such a problem 

(either comprehensive methods or sequential ones) are 

still of main concern. On the other hands, stochastic 

method like GA and ACO are preferred methods in 

solving MCDS as the comprehensive approach since they 

are simple to implement and at the same time guarantee 

to find at least one local optimum; but they have been not 

examined yet in large-scale problems for the large-scale 

power grids. As a result of these facts, introducing new 

stochastic methods for improvement of performance and 

speed in solving MCDS problems that has the ability to 

solve such large-scale problems are still an opening issue 

for researchers and this is the main motivation of this 

study. 

The main objective of this study is to propose an 

adaptive genetic algorithm to solve MCDS problem that 

is derived from WAMS comprehensive design. In our 

very last publication (28), we have introduced Adam-Eve 

Genetic Algorithm (AEGA) as an adaptive GA to solve 

OPP problem. There, we have shown the advantages of 

AEGA over other GA algorithms like SGA. In this study, 

we have designed previously proposed AEGA (28) to 

solve MCDS (i.e. OPOP) problem in large-scale power 

grids. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

attempt to implement an adaptive GA to solve MCDS 

problem in power graphs, and also the first study that 

addresses the solving of large-scale problems.   

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 

• The design and setting of the parameters of an 

adaptive GA (e.g. AEGA) strongly depends on the 

nature and type of the problem and is inherently  

 

hard, which requires appropriate heuristics such as 

choosing initial population and well-tuning of 

crossover and mutation rates. In this study and for 

the first time, this is well done for the MCDS 

problem raised from large-scale power grids. 

• Although MCDS problem is an offline design 

problem, algorithms such as ACO and SGA, whose 

high performance has been proven before [5-6], are 

unable to solve such large-scale problems in a 

reasonable amount of time. For this reason, the speed 

of reaching to the solution is very important in large-

scale power grids, and the proposed AEGA has 

improved the speed by 30% compared to its basic 

version, i.e., SGA. 

• The speed improvement in OPOP that has been done 

in the current research, along with the performance 

improvement in OPP that was done in our previous 

research (28), is a proof of the fact that adaptive GAs 

have a good ability to improve solving of the 

problems related to complex networks such and 

MDS and MCDS problems. Additionally, better 

performance during the same execution time than 

SGA and ACO in large-scale power graphs is 

another advantage of the proposed AEGA that has 

been shown in the current research. 

• Choosing Adam and Eve at the beginning of AEGA 

that is proposed in this study makes the search space 

closer to the optimal solutions, and this is a 

considerable improvement in performance and 

speed. We have shown that this heuristic can be also 

used for other stochastic methods like SGA and 

ACO for performance improvement. 

In short, our proposed AEGA is well-tuned to solved 

MCDS raised from power graphs, it is 30% faster than 

SGA, it has the ability to solve large-scale problems, and 

it achieves better performance than both of SGA and 

ACO within a specific timeframe.   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 

2 review genetic algorithm and its functions and 

operators. Classification of different kinds of GA 

algorithms is also provided in this section. Section 3 

proposes simple genetic algorithm and its 

implementation details. Section 4 proposes Adam-Eve 

like genetic algorithm and details of its implementation, 

i.e., its functions and procedures. In section 5 first we 

have formulated MCDS as an optimization problem and 

then by setting parameters of the proposed Adam-Eve 

algorithm and defining some heuristics, the proposed 

method is adjusted to solve MCDS problem, which is 

derived from WAMS comprehensive design. Simulation 

results for IEEE 1354 test network, which are obtained 

by three different meta-heuristics algorithms (i.e. AEGA, 

SGA, and ACO), will be presented in section 6. This 

paper will be end with conclusion in section 7.  
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2. GENETIC ALGORITHM 
 

Holland (29) introduced the genetic algorithm in 1962 

and worked on its development with his colleagues 

during the 1960s and 1970s. In 1975, Holland (29) 

published a book called “Adaptation in Natural and 

Artificial Systems.” Since then, extensive research has 

been conducted on this algorithm, resulting in the 

introduction of various types of genetic algorithms. The 

investigation's findings demonstrate the effectiveness of 

this algorithm in solving diverse problems (12, 13, 29). 

The main idea of the genetic algorithm is based on the 

concepts of natural selection, inheritance, and the 

possibility of individual change. Its objective is to 

discover the most effective solution by starting with a set 

of answers known as the initial population, each 

represented as a chromosome. To generate the next 

generation, operators are employed. These operators 

include selection, mutation, crossover, and replacement, 

which are applied to each generation in sequence. By 

utilizing these operators, the genetic algorithm can be 

executed in a systematic manner (28, 29). An outline of 

the various steps involved in different genetic algorithms 

is presented in Algorithm 1. Indeed, genetic algorithm 

utilizes some functions and operators in the 

aforementioned steps. 

 

2. 1. Genetic Algorithm Functions and Operators       
In the subsequent sections, we provide a brief 

explanation of the roles played by each functions and 

operators of genetic algorithm. 

 
2. 1. 1. Coding         The process of representing solutions 

to a problem as chromosomes is known as coding. In 

general, different problems require different coding 

methods, and the selection of a particular encoding 

method depends on the nature and characteristic of the 

problem. Binary encoding and permutation encoding are 

among the various types of coding available (30). Based 

on the coding techniques, GAs may be classified as: 

binary GA, real-valued GA, permutation GA, and tree-

Based GA (28, 31). 

 

2. 1. 2. Fitness Function       The quality of 

chromosomes in each generation is determined by the 

fitness function, which provides a non-negative value for 

each chromosome based on its ability to solve the main 

problem. Chromosomes with higher fitness values are 

more likely to be chosen for the next generation (28, 29).  

 

2. 1. 3. Selection       The selection operator in genetic 

algorithms picks out chromosomes from the present 

population to act as parents for generating the next 

generation. Its primary objective is to enhance the quality 

of the population by selecting worthy chromosomes that 

will produce superior offspring. The selection process is  

 
 
 
based on the fitness function, which means that 

individuals with higher fitness values have a greater 

chance of being chosen. Various selection techniques are 

employed, such as roulette wheel, tournament, and 

random selection (28, 32).  

 

2. 1. 4. Crossover       The function of the crossover 

operator is to simulate inheritance in successive 

generations. In order to create the next generation, two 

chromosomes are chosen from the population as parents, 

and their chromosomes are merged using the crossover 

operator, resulting in two offspring. The probability of 

performing the crossover operator on the entire 

population is not fixed and is typically set between 60%-

90% in SGA. Various methods of crossover exist, such 

as single point, double-point, and linear crossover, which 

vary depending on the coding and chromosome type (28, 

32, 33).  
 

2. 1. 5. Mutation       The mutation operator is used to 

modify certain genes on a chromosome in order to 

explore new areas of the search space and discover fresh 

solutions. This operator has the ability to change the 

search direction in GA and consequently, this operator 

can prevent it from getting stuck in local optima. Similar 

to the crossover, the mutation operator is applied 

randomly to some chromosomes with a probability (pm). 

In SGA, this probability is lower than that of the 
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crossover and typically around 20%. The specific type of 

mutation employed may vary depending on the coding 

and chromosome specifications outlined in the algorithm 

(28-33). 

 
2. 1. 6. Replacement       By utilizing crossover and 

mutation operators, new offspring are generated. During 

the replacement process, a determination is made 

regarding which offspring should be included in the 

population and which parent should be replaced. There 

are two primary replacement techniques: “Generational 

Update” and “Steady State Update”. In Generational 

Update, the number of chromosomes in the population 

determines the number of offspring produced. This 

method replaces the previous generation entirely and 

creates a new population. In Steady State Update, 

offspring are added to the next-generation population as 

soon as they are produced. To allow a new chromosome 

to join the population while maintaining a constant size 

in SGA, some chromosomes from the existing population 

must be removed (28, 32). 

 
2. 1. 7. Stop Condition       A genetic algorithm is an 

evolutionary algorithm that operates through iterations 

and necessitates a stopping point. Various stopping 

points include the number of generations, constant best 

fitness for a predetermined number of generations, 

reaching a predetermined level of fitness, duration of 

time, and others. 
 

2. 1. 8. Heuristics       The genetic algorithm involves 

creating an initial population randomly, using inheritance 

(crossover), allowing for generational change (mutation), 

and natural selection. Depending on the problem at hand, 

heuristic functions and operators can be utilized in each 

of these processes to increase efficiency in finding the 

optimal solution or avoiding local optima. The 

effectiveness of these heuristics is heavily influenced by 

factors such as the problem's nature, coding type, fitness 

function, and other genetic algorithm operators. 

Examples of commonly used heuristics include 

generating an initial population within the feasible set 

that is likely to be close to solutions, elitism replacement, 

and fascism replacement [23-24]. 

 

2. 2. Classification of Genetic Algorithms       
Previously, it has been noted that genetic algorithms may 

be classified based on their coding techniques. In general, 

genetic algorithms can be classified based on various 

concepts. In terms of implementation, they can be 

divided into two major categories: sequential and 

parallel. The sequential ones themselves can be classified 

as generational, steady-state, and messy (32). 

However, genetic algorithms can also be classified 

based on their evolutions over the generations. In this 

case, they can be classified into adaptive and non-

adaptive genetic algorithms. Adaptive genetic algorithms 

use feedback from the environment to adjust their 

parameters and improve performance over time. Non-

adaptive genetic algorithms do not change their 

parameters during the optimization process (27). 

 

 

3. SIMPLE GENETIC ALGORITHM 
 

The Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) is a widely used 

type of GA that is easy to implement and has an 

acceptable performance. Several methods have been 

proposed to implement SGA. The main objective of this 

study is to implement AEGA, so we start by 

implementing SGA and then develop it into the Adam-

Eve GA, that is to say the SGA presented here has been 

the basis of the proposed AEGA. Therefore, we need first 

to describe the details of the implemented SGA. 

The flowchart of SGA can be seen in Figure 1. It is 

assumed that the coding type and fitness function are a 

priori defined. The proposed SGA starts by defining 

input parameters and then carries out four procedures: 

P0, P1, P2, and T, which generate the initial population, 

perform crossover, mutation, and replacement, 

respectively. The next subsections will provide a 

description of the SGA algorithm. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of SGA with steady sate update 

replacement (27) 
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3. 1. Initialization       To begin, the initial values for 

SGA must be specified. This includes determining the 

selection function, stop condition, population size (npop), 

crossover probability (pc), and mutation probability (pm). 

The proposed SGA utilizes the steady-state update for 

replacement. Consequently, during the crossover and 

mutation process, a certain number of offspring, nc and 

nm respectively, are generated as follows. 









=

2

.
2

cpop
c

pn
n ,     mpopm pnn .=  (1) 

where, ⌊ . ⌋ is floor function, and due to the creation of 

two offspring in crossover, the value of nc is assumed to 

be even. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Flowchart of proposed Adam–Eve GA (27) 

3. 2. Initial Population and Total Population       In 

the first generation, the npop number of parents is 

randomly generated using the P0() procedure 

(population [pop]). At this stage, both the population of 

crossover offspring ([popc]) and mutated offspring 

([popm]) are empty. The total population ([poptotal]) is 

obtained by combining these three populations. It is 

important to note that in the first generation; [poptotal] is 

equal to [pop]. 

As previously mentioned, one of the heuristics in GA 

involves generating a portion of the initial population 

within the feasible set area. This approach increases the 

likelihood of being closer to potential solutions and 

greatly impacts convergence speed and performance. 

 

3. 3. Evaluation, Sorting, and Truncation       The 

fitness function is used to evaluate the members of the 

population created in each generation. These members 

are then sorted based on their fitness values, from best to 

worst. In the proposed SGA, the steady state update 

method is used as the replacement method. From the total 

population ([poptotal]), which consists of ntotal=npop+nc+nm 

members, npop members need to be chosen. This selection 

is done through the T() procedure, known as Truncation. 

The truncation allows for the implementation of elitism 

and fascism heuristics. By defining where npop members 

are selected from the sorted population, these heuristics 

can be applied. 

 

3. 4. Crossover and Mutation Procedures       The 

P1() and P2() procedures generate populations of 

crossover and mutated offspring respectively. The 

offspring are stored in [popc] and [popm], with nc and nm 

representing their respective numbers. As mentioned 

earlier, the crossover loop produces two individuals in 

each run, so nc is always an even value and the loop 

iterates nc/2 times. 

 

 

4. ADAM-EVE LIKE GA AS AN ADAPTIVE GA 
 

The Adam-Eve genetic algorithm is inspired by the 

biblical story of Adam and Eve, in such a way that the 

initial population is created by two individuals, referred 

to as Adam and Eve. These individuals are then used to 

generate the rest of the population through a process of 

crossover and mutation. Indeed, the concept of using two 

initial individuals to generate a population in genetic 

algorithms has been around since the early days of 

genetic algorithm research in the 1970s and 1980s. The 

term “Adam-Eve Genetic Algorithm” may have been 

coined later as a way to describe this approach. 

This algorithm begins with two parents (i.e. Adam 

and Eve) and as new offspring are born in each 

generation, the population grows. However, the lifespan 

of each member of the population must be taken into 
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account as it is natural for individuals to die after their 

lifetime. This helps to control the rate of population 

growth and allows for adjustments to be made to keep the 

population constant. In other words, by adjusting the 

Adam-Eve parameters effectively and through multiple 

generations, the number of births is almost balanced by 

the number of deaths. 

After surveying the Adam-Eve algorithm and 

comparing it to the SGA proposed earlier, it can be 

inferred that modifying the initial population ( P0() ) and 

truncation ( T() ) procedures can convert SGA into the 

Adam-Eve algorithm. Additionally, each generation 

produces new offspring (nc + nm) which can be used as 

parameters for dynamic population control. Upon 

reviewing the AEGA process, it is evident that this 

algorithm is adaptive. 

The proposed AEGA includes some variables and 

some procedures, some of which are comparable to the 

SGA while others are new. The upcoming sections will 

outline how this algorithm will be put into action, and a 

visual representation of the algorithm can be seen in 

Figure 2. 

 

4. 1. Initialization       At the beginning of the AEGA 

algorithm, initialization is carried out, but unlike SGA, 

the population size (npop) is not specified due to the 

algorithm's characteristics. Apart from SGA, the 

following elements must also be initialized: 

• LT: Life-Time of people; 

• nc(pc,npop): The function of the number of offspring 

caused by the crossover; 

• nm(pm,npop): The function of the number of offspring 

caused by the mutation. 

 

4. 2. Creation of Adam Family       AEGA differs from 

SGA in that it starts with Adam and Eve as the first 

generation, instead of generating a fixed size population 

randomly. The second generation is then created through 

two offspring: the one that is created by crossover 

operator and another that is created by mutation operator. 

Procedure P0() in Figure 2 illustrates this process. 

 

4. 3. Population merging, evaluation, birth 
registration, and life and death process of Adam 
Family       First, it is necessary to document the birth 

details of the descendants in their official record. Then a 

new generation is created by combining the newly born 

offspring with their parents. After updating the 

population and similar to the SGA, it is crucial to assess 

the fitness of the population. The following are then 

updated: 

• ϕ(i): the fitness of ith individual in the population; 

• ϕavg: average of the population fitness; 

• B∆(i): birth detail of ith descendants in the 

population. 

Next up is the Death and Life process (aka D-L() 

procedure), which involves comparing the fitness levels 

of individuals to the population average (i.e., ϕavg). Those 

with above-average fitness are granted more 

opportunities for life. After that, each member's age is 

determined using the following method: 

)(Bgen)age( ii −=  (2) 

where, gen is the current generation number, B∆(i) is the 

generation in which the ith individual was born, and age(i) 

is the age of the ith individual in the population. 

Finally, individuals who have surpassed a certain age 

threshold (age>LT) are ultimately removed from the 

population. 

 

 

 

5. PROPOSED ADAM–EVE GA FOR WAMS 
PLANNING  
 

In this section, we will first formulate WAMS 

comprehensive design as an optimization problem. Then 

we describe how we have implemented the proposed 

adaptive genetic algorithm from the previous section to 

solve this problem. 

 

 

5. 1. Problem Formulation         The power grids can 

be expressed by weighted undirected graph. Let 

G(V,E,w); w:→R+ be a weighted undirected graph 

representing the power grid, where V denotes the 

electrical buses (i.e. Bi∈V) and ij∈E represents the 

transmission line connecting buses i to j with the length 

of wij. The number of buses is considered as the grid size 

(|V|=n), and number of grid connections is denoted by 

|E|=M. 

The n-bus power graph can be expressed by n-

squared adjacency matrix, where Aw is the weighted one, 

that is the ith and jth element of this matrix is considered 

to be wij, and A is its unweighted version. 

The WAMS implemented in G(V,E,w) can be 

represented by its “measurement infrastructure” and 

“communication infrastructure”, expressed in Equation 

3. The measurement components can be expressed by 

vector X described in Equation 3.a, which indicates the 

location of measurements in the system buses. The 

communication infrastructure of WAMS can be 

represented by weighted graph GOP(VOP,EOP,w), as a 

subgraph of G(V,E,w), where communication nodes, 

communication links, and length of the links are 

respectively represented by h,k∈VOP ; hk∈EOP; and whk. 

Note that the lengths of a transmission line and its 

corresponding OPGW link are the same, that is w=whk. 

Thus, the WAMS can be graphically represented as 

follows (5): 
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(3.a) 

(3.b) 

(3.c) 

(3.d) 

(3.e) 

where, n is the size of the network, X denotes PMU 

location in the system buses, and GOP(VOP,EOP) is OPGW 

subgraph. 

In general, many applications can be performed by 

WAMS, such as damping of inter-area oscillation (33), 

but the main function of PMUs in the power grid has been 

state observation. The observability analysis indentifies 

that whether the entire power grid is observable with a set 

of PMUs or not. The topological observability analysis 

checks the observability of the entire system by graph 

theory concepts. The entire system is observable if there 

is no any zero element in the product of A+.X, where 

A+=A+In and In is identity matrix of size n. It should be 

noted that “observation” in electrical engineering and 

“domination” in graph theory are equivalent concepts (5). 

The comprehensive design of WAMS aims to place 

PMUs and OPGWs simultaneously. This can be 

formulated as the optimization problem as follows (5): 
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(4.b) 

(4.c) 

(4.d) 

(4.e) 

(4.f) 

where, cpi is the cost of PMU installation at the ith bus, cf 

is the cost of installation for one kilometer of OPGW, 

first and second summations are respectively total costs 

of measurement and communication infrastructures of 

WAMS. GOP(VOP,EOP) is a subgraph of power graph G 

which demonstrates the routers i.e. {VOP} and 

transmission lines equipped by OPGW fiber, i.e. {EOP}. 

The solution of Equation 4 will be minimum 

connected dominating set of power graph G(V,E,w), 

where the domination set denotes the PMU locations, and 

connections specify communication links in the power 

grids. 

It is important to note, as mentioned earlier, that the 

main issue with MCDS is its multi-objective nature. It 

aims to minimize both the size of the dominating set and 

the length of connections between its members. In 

Equation 4, similar to other work (5, 6), the use of cpi and 

cf allows us to transform the MCDS problem into a 

single-objective problem. 
 

5. 2. Implementation of AEGA for WAMS Design       
In this section, we will explain how we have 

implemented AEGA for the WAMS comprehensive 

design problem. Additionally, we will describe the 

heuristics used in the algorithm to improve speed and 

performance. Note that in adaptive GAs, due to their 

natures, i.e. adaptation, heuristics are more common than 

other GAs, especially SGA. 

 

5. 2. 1. Chromosome Coding       As explain before, 

power graph G(V,E) (with the size n=|V|, and M=|E| 

connections) can be expressed by adjacency matrix An×n. 

The subgraph GOP(VOP,EOP) of graph G is also can be 

expressed by a adjacency matrix AOP. Storing a solution 

in this way requires n2 bits, which is not an optimal 

storage method. As power graph are usually sparse, in the 

proposed method a M-bit chromosome is suggested that 

represents connections in the GOP subgraph. Coding and 

decoding routines enable the conversion of the 

chromosome to AOP and vice versa. 

 
5. 2. 2. Choice of Adam and Eve       In AEGA, the 

choice of the first two parents (i.e., Adam and Eve) is of 

great importance. This choice causes AEGA to search the 

feasible space around these two parents, and their correct 

selection helps to quickly reach the local optimum. In 

other words, choosing Adam and Eve intelligently and 

close to a local optimum (whose its area is approximately 

known) guarantees finding an optimal solution within 

only a few generations after Adam and Eve, and this point 

is valuable in very large-scale problems such as WAMS 

design. 

In the WAMS design, we are looking for the 

minimum connected dominating set in such a way that a 

minimum set specifying (aka PMU set) is obtained that 

are connected to each other, that is, to be connected to 

each other with the OPGW. On the other hand, we know 

that a “Minimum Spanning Tree” (MST) can be 

considered as a connected dominating set, because it 

includes all the nodes and is also connected; but it is not 

the minimum one. It is also clear that an MCDS does not 

contain any pendant nodes because it is easy to replace 

the only node connected to the pendant node and still 

maintain dominance and reduce the size of the connected 

subgraph. Based on the given explanations, we go 

through the following steps to find Adam and Eve: 

1. We define the weighted graph )
~

,
~

(
~

EVG =  in such a 

way that we remove all the pendant nodes from the 

weighted graph ),( EVG . 

2. We extract the minimum spanning tree subgraph 

(which we call Mm) for the weighted graph 

)
~

,
~

(
~

EVG = ; Also, by removing the weight of the 
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edges of )
~

,
~

(
~

EVG =  and extracting the minimum 

spanning tree for it, we reach the subgraph Mf. 

3. Now we choose Mm as Adam and Mf as Eve. 

 

5. 2. 3. Setting of Probabilities       In general, the 

crossover operator makes big changes in the 

chromosomes of the parents, while the mutation operator 

is a type of fine tuning that makes small changes in the 

chromosome. The former is a time-consuming process, 

while the latter is executed faster. In the proposed 

algorithm, we provided the conditions that the crossover 

operator is executed with a higher probability at the 

beginning, and then after a few generations, the 

probability of crossover decreases and on the contrary, 

the probability of mutation increases, so that the search 

continues around the obtained best solution. To achieve 

this goal, the probability of pc and pm is defined as 

follows. Using these two probabilities, the number of 

people born by crossover and mutation (nc and nm) can be 

also calculated. 
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where, npop is number of populations in the current 

generation. pc and 
newcp  are respectively probabilities of 

crossover is the current and next generation. nc is number 

of born individuals by crossover operator. 
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newmpopm pnn .=  

(6) 

where, pm and 
newmp  are respectively probabilities of 

mutation is the current and next generation. nm is number 

of born individuals by mutation operator. 

 

5. 2. 4. Elitism         In the genetic algorithm, elitism 

means giving more chances to elite people in the society. 

This action increases the speed of reaching the optimum, 

but at the same time increases the probability of getting 

stuck in the local optimum. In the proposed AEGA 

algorithm, it is done by increasing the lifespan of good 

people, which is fully described in §4.3. 

 

5. 3. Innovation of Proposed Algorithm Compared 
to Previous One       Both algorithms presented in the 

current research and (28) are Adam and Eve GAs, which 

are classified in the category of adaptive GAs; with this 

major difference that the algorithm presented in (28) is 

designed to solve OPP (i.e., minimum dominating set 

problem) and the current proposed algorithm to solve 

OPOP (i.e. minimum connected dominating set 

problem). As a result of this main difference, there are 

two basic differences in the algorithm implementation in 

here and our previous work. The first difference is that 

the adaptability only occurs in pc during generations and 

pm is a linear function of the population size, while in the 

current algorithm both pc and pm values are adaptive and 

defined to be exponential functions (5). The second 

difference is the use of innovative Adam and Eve in the 

current research, which makes the search process starts 

from areas closer to the optimal solution. These two 

mentioned differences cause the proposed algorithm to 

have the best speed while maintaining efficiency in 

solving MCDS, which will be shown in the next section 

with simulations. 

 

 

6. CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

In order to show the ability of proposed method in 

WAMS design, IEEE 1354 test case is selected and 

MCDS problem has been solved by three different meta-

heuristic algorithms; AEGA proposed in §4, SGA that is 

proposed in (6) and presented in §3, and ACO that is 

presented in (5). Note that ACO works based on 

pheromone and visibility of ants, in which evaporation is 

considered for pheromone. The terms α and β are relative 

importance power factors between pheromone and 

visibility function and the term ρ is the evaporation factor 

and usually is more than %90. For further information 

about ACO algorithm and its different parameters (α, β, 

ρ, and Q) we refer the readers to (5). 

The parameters of different algorithms are shown in 

Table 1. We have set ACO parameters based on our 

previous findings (5). Also, parameter setting for SGA is 

based on our previous findings (6). Parameter setting in 

the proposed AEGA is based on Equations 5 and 6, which 

is discussed before, and the constant values are reported 

in Table 1. In order to provide same condition for all 

algorithms, we have used same heuristic in the initial 

populations of all examined algorithms, that is, we have 

putted two individuals obtained by the method presented 

in §5.2.2 in their initial populations. The selection 

function is tournament selection in both GAs, the 

population size of SGA is set to be 70, and number of 

 

 
TABLE 1. Parameter Settings for Different Algorithms 

AEGA SGA ACO 

pc 0.6 pc 0.6 α 1 

pm 0.9 pm 0.2 β 2 

LT 2 npop 70 ρ 0.9 

α 20 - - Q 1 
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ants set to be 20 in ACO. All algorithms have been 

iterated for 100 times and the evolutions of different 

parameters in different algorithms are examined during 

the iterations. Our observations show that AEGA is the 

most sensitive algorithm to exponential functions of pc () 

and pm (), and finding appropriate functions is another 

heuristic process. Meanwhile, the least sensitive 

algorithm is SGA, which has constant values of pc and 

pm, and in most problems, same values are used. 

The first parameter is the best solution in each 

iteration. The best solution is defined as the normalized 

value of OPGW coverage in percent, i.e., the total length 

of OPGW fiber for the best solution divided by total 

length of transmission lines in the power grid. As it can 

be seen in Figure 3(a), improvement in best solutions 

occurs first in AEGA (iteration #12), then in SGA 

(iteration #20), and finally in ACO (iteration #24). This 

can be considered due to the adaptiveness of AEGA, 

which adjusts the values of pc and pm at the beginning of 

the search in such a way that the search process is 

directed faster towards the optimal solution. The rate of 

improvement in ACO is the lowest among the 

investigated problems, which is a large-scale network. 

This is due to the nature of the ant colony algorithm, 

where the presence of a satisfactory pheromone path 

(Adam or Eve) results in a low probability of ants moving 

in new paths, even with high evaporation. Also, the 

improvement rate in SGA is better than AEGA, which is 

due to the large number of populations in SGA and 

spending more time to produce each generation. For this 

reason, the next parameter that we have evaluated is the 

production time of each generation. 

Figure 3(b) shows the execution times for each 

iteration in the investigated algorithms (in minutes). It 

can be seen that the execution time in ACO is almost 

constant because the ants' tour in a graph with a fixed 

structure takes a constant time. However, in AEGA, time 

grows due to population growth, and in SGA, time grows 

due to the similarity of chromosomes and the process of 

elitism and fascism. It can also be seen that the execution 

time for AEGA is always less than that of SGA and about 

10% to 30% less than the execution time of SGA. This 

justifies the low rate of improvement of the best solution 

in AEGA (shown in Figure 3(a)) because it is able to 

improve the best solution by spending less time. For 

example, in the time of 300,000 seconds, AEGA, ACO, 

and SGA respectively execute 64, 54, and 47 iterations 

and respectively obtain the best solutions equal to 

44.116%, 44.697%, and 44.178%, and this proves that 

the AEGA algorithm has the better performance at the 

same execution time. 

The next items, which are shown in Figure 3(c), are 

pc and pm probabilities that are confirm the adaptiveness 

of the proposed AEGA. The decrease of pc and increase 

of pm during different generations can be seen in this 

figure. 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3. Evolutions of different parameters of Adam-Eve 

GA, classic GA, and ACO over different iterations: (a) Best 

fitness for both GAs and ACO; (b) Execution time for 

different iterations for both GAs and ACO; (c) Variations of 

pc and pm probabilities for different iterations in AEGA; (d) 

Number of populations over different generations in AEGA 

 

 

Lastly, the population size in AEGA is shown in 

Figure 3(d) over different generations. As it can be seen, 

the population size grows over generations and is fixed at 

about 70 people in the 100th generation. Actually, this is 

when the birth and death rates in AEGA become almost 

equal, and it occurs around the 100th generation due to 

the adjustments we made in AEGA. That's why we set 

the population size in SGA to 70 so that the comparison 

conditions are the same for both GA algorithms. 
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The results are also shown in detail in Table 2. 

Considering the importance of changes in the initial 

generations, 10 iterations are first shown and then with a 

step of 10. 

The closeness of the obtained solution to the optimal 

solution using the proposed algorithm is another point 

that should be quantified. Previously, it has been shown 

that in small and medium-scale power grids, ACO has the 

best recorded efficiency in finding the solution (5). 

However, in the current study, it loses its efficiency in 

large-scale grids due to its slowness. The best solutions 

for MDS (i.e. OPP reported by Shahraeini (5)) and 

MCDS (i.e. OPOP) problems are influenced by the 

structure of power grids and are normally scale-free. To 

prove this, we have solved the MCDS problem for three 

small-scale (30, 39, and 57 buses) and three medium-

scale (118, 200, and 300) power grids with ACO and 

reported the results in Table 3. It can be observed that the 

coverage of edges belonging to MCDS (aka OPGW 

coverage) in power grids is scale-free and is regularly 

about 20% to 30% of the total length of power graph 

edges. 

Having the vicinity of the optimal solution in the 

MCDS problem of the power grids, and considering  
 

 

 

TABLE 2. Information of each iteration for the proposed AEGA and SGA 

gen 

Adam-Eve GA Simple GA ACO 

npop Best Fitness Died pc pm 
Execution Time 

(sec) 
Best Fitness 

Execution 

Time (sec) 

Best 

Fitness 

Execution 

Time (sec) 

1 - - - - - - 0.44828 181.4462 0.44828 4480.5533 

2 8 0.44828 0 0.49127 0.41699 30.2831 0.44828 336.2431 0.44828 5049.0588 

3 9 0.44828 2 0.34479 0.43469 70.234 0.44828 500.7388 0.44828 5124.0784 

4 10 0.44828 2 0.31558 0.43924 115.8274 0.44828 635.3813 0.44828 5195.838 

5 12 0.44828 1 0.28884 0.44383 163.4357 0.44828 797.9163 0.44828 5251.6817 

6 14 0.44828 1 0.24198 0.45315 218.0468 0.44828 957.5509 0.44828 5247.2689 

7 17 0.44828 0 0.20272 0.46268 278.5821 0.44828 1156.554 0.44828 5290.2011 

8 18 0.44828 2 0.15544 0.47733 348.7935 0.44828 1334.2016 0.44828 5293.0065 

9 20 0.44828 1 0.14227 0.48232 426.1163 0.44828 1548.3312 0.44828 5322.3575 

10 23 0.44828 0 0.11919 0.49246 519.0996 0.44828 1767.5569 0.44828 5358.0243 

20 27 0.44781 4 0.06414 0.52964 1765.4013 0.44796 4677.2578 0.44828 5531.1844 

30 37 0.44666 4 0.024224 0.59381 3312.1561 0.44504 8089.361 0.44791 5648.0553 

40 41 0.44666 8 0.011932 0.64531 5501.8556 0.44286 11812.5558 0.44697 5722.874 

50 43 0.44622 4 0.014243 0.63203 7852.3392 0.44029 15479.6895 0.44697 5768.0213 

60 45 0.44528 4 0.011932 0.64531 10300.7435 0.43747 19196.2619 0.44697 5806.1309 

70 49 0.44116 5 0.0076646 0.67975 13217.683 0.43606 22819.7922 0.44697 5823.0418 

80 59 0.44102 1 0.005877 0.70128 16200.4046 0.43396 26519.5783 0.44576 5824.9127 

90 62 0.44076 3 0.0028947 0.76211 19920.6118 0.43192 30252.2871 0.44509 5841.1705 

100 65 0.43914 6 0.0020316 0.79447 24565.5268 0.4289 33982.6806 0.44509 5846.1951 

 

 
TABLE 3. Best Solution of MCDS for six small/medium grids 

Test Case OPGW Cov. (%) 

30-bus 21.359 

39-bus 37.285 

57-bus 29.505 

118-bus 23.357 

200-bus 24.813 

300-bus 15.672 

provided information in §5.2.2 that the proposed Adam 

and Eve are naturally shaped as “connected dominating 

sets” but not the minimum ones, it can be concluded that 

our heuristic approach in large-scale power grids finds 

two solutions that are relatively close to the optimal 

solution (44.828% reported in Table 2). Then, the next 

step is to implement an algorithm that can guide these 

solutions to the optimal solution in the shortest time with 

acceptable efficiency. The results presented in this study 

indicate that the proposed AEGA algorithm has the best 
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speed to reach the solution while maintaining acceptable 

efficiency. However, the best solution is obtained with 

SGA at the cost of high time consumption. On the other 

hand, ACO lacks the necessary efficiency even with very 

high time consumption. 

 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 
The WAMS comprehensive design aims to 

simultaneously place measurements and their required 

communication links. This can be formulated as an 

optimization problem and the output will be minimum 

connected dominating set, which has been a well-known 

graph problem and due to its NP-hardness, evolutionary 

algorithms are preferred for solving. 

This study proposes an adaptive genetic algorithm to 

solve MCDS problem, which is knows as Adam-Eve like 

genetic algorithm. Designing an adaptive genetic 

algorithm is inherently more challenging than the simple 

genetic algorithm, and its success relies on the specific 

characteristics of the problem being studied, which is 

well done for MCDS problem in the current study. 

We have designed the algorithm in such a way that it 

starts with two parents close to the optimum, and in the 

initial generations, they are more likely to crossover, and 

with the passage of generations, this probability 

decreases and, conversely, the probability of mutation 

increases in order to reach the optimum by fine tuning. 

The simulation results for IEEE 1354 bus test 

network indicate that our AEGA has been up to 30% 

faster than SGA, while the efficiency of the algorithm is 

acceptable. This speed improvement can be used in other 

domain like wireless sensor networks, where the speed is 

more important than the efficiency. Also we have 

observed that ACO has not the capability of solving 

MCDS problems in the large-scale power graphs. 

Our recent researches have demonstrated that the 

adaptive genetic algorithm is capable of enhancing the 

resolution of complex network problems, as evidenced 

by the speed and performance enhancement in 

simultaneous placement of WAMS components (i.e., 

PMUs and OPGWs) in the current study and the 

performance enhancement in PMU placement from our 

previous research.  

Further investigation should be done to the 

appropriate selection of Adam and Eve, as well as the 

adaptability of the two functions of crossover and 

mutation and the process of death of individuals, in order 

to increase the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The 

current study has been only focus on the WAMS 

comprehensive design, while adaptive GAs can be also 

used in the sequential methods that have previously 

proposed for WAMS design. 
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده 
های شبکه در ناحیه گسترده و گیری دادهاندازهگیری و مخابراتی تشکیل شده است که وظیفه  ( از دو زیرساخت مختلف اندازهWAMSگیری ناحیه گسترده )سیستم اندازه

های آن باشد و یا هر دو زیرساخت را همزمان هدف تواند شامل طراحی هر کدام از زیرساختمی  WAMSارسال و پردازش آنها در مراکز کنترل را بر عهده دارد. طراحی  

ها گیری و ارتباطات مورد نیاز آن است که در تئوری گرافبه معنی جانمائی همزمان ادوات اندازه  WAMSمشهور است. طراحی جامع    WAMSقرار دهد که به طراحی جامع  

های  ای غالبا با الگوریتمسازی پیچیدهشود. حل چنین مساله بهینهبندی میسازی فرمولشود و در قالب یک مساله بهینه ( شناخته میMCDSبه عنوان مجموعه متصل غالب کمینه )

شود و سرعت و کارائی یافتن پاسخ همواره یک چالش بوده است. این پژوهش یک الگوریتم ژنتیک تطبیقی موسوم به الگوریتم آدم الگوریتم ژنتیک انجام می گرا مانندجمعیت

 میدهی نشان م باس IEEE  1354شبکه یبرا یسازه یشب  جینتا ق یاز طرناشی شده را دارد.   WAMSکه از طراحی جامع  MCDSکند که قابلیت حل مساله  و حوا پیشنهاد می

  مسائل ساده است،    کیژنت  تمی از الگور  عترسری  ٪30  تم یالگور  نی شده است. ا  میتنظ  طراحی و  قدرت   هایگراف  ا ب  تبطمر  MCDSحل    یبرا  یبه خوب  یشنهادیپ  تمیکه الگور

  کند.یها بهتر عمل م مورچه یکلن تمیساده و الگور کیژنت  تمیاز الگور نیمع  یبازه زمان  کیکند، و در یم حلبزرگ را به طور موثر -اسیمق
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


